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Abstract

Purpose There is no consensual definition of postoperative ileus (POI), which leads to a lack of reproducibility. The aims of this study were (i) to propose and evaluate a classification of postoperative ileus based on its consequences and (ii) to assess the reproducibility of the classification.

Methods A national global survey was carried out according to the DELPHI method in order to create a classification of primary POI. The classification was subsequently tested on a cohort of patients who underwent colorectal surgery. Finally, a reproducibility test was performed in five teaching hospitals with junior and senior surgeons.

Results A five-stage classification was proposed: grade A (least) to grade E (worst). For better differentiation, subcategories (D1/D2) were included. Overall, 173 patients were included who underwent colorectal surgery. Forty of them experienced primary postoperative ileus (23.1%). Grade A occurred in 10 cases, grade B in 10 cases, grade C in 14 cases, grade D1 in 2 cases, and grade D2 in 2 cases. POI-related death (grade E) occurred in 2 cases. Patients with grade A POI recovered their gastrointestinal function significantly faster than those with higher grades (p = 0.01), and were more likely to undergo laparoscopic surgery (p = 0.04). The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) was 0.83 in the overall population, and 0.83 and 0.82 respectively in the junior and senior surgeon populations.

Conclusion This classification is easy to both use and reproduce. It will improve the reproducibility, evaluation, and assessment of POI. These preliminary results should be confirmed in a multi-centric international study.
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Background

In 2005, Kehlet et al. concluded that a clear definition of postoperative ileus (POI) was required [1]. Ten years later, the need for a consensual definition still exists, especially with regard to the cutoff point for normal POI [2]. Nevertheless, literature has become more homogenous since the definition proposed by Vather et al. in 2013 [3] and the confirmation of the endpoints by Van Bree et al. in 2014 [4]. However, there is a lack of agreement about the cutoff point for normal or prolonged POI. Postoperative ileus is reported to occur in 3–32% of cases in overall surgery [2, 5–10]. However, cutoff points vary between 3 and 7 days [3, 5–9], inevitably changing the POI rate within the same population [11]. This leads to non-reproducibility of studies. The hope to answer this
question of delay is probably futile. Indeed, knowledge of physiopathology is limited and unlikely to provide answers due to inter-individual variability. Vagal activation is one of the pathways that resolve POI [12]. The pathogenesis of POI is explained by a reactive inflammation after intestinal manipulation [13]. First effects occur within 3 h after operation. However, the delay before vagal activation and the pathway leading to vagal activation are not known.

Definitions from Vather et al. [3] and Van Bree et al. [4] are meaningful in clinical practice because they help with the diagnosis of POI. However, in case of clinical studies, these definitions remain insufficient due to the lack of consensus regarding the normal delay to the recovery of gastrointestinal functions. Drawing on the model of the Clavien-Dindo classification [14], POI has several consequences that could be used to put forward a classification that would be meaningful in clinical studies and could ensure better reproducibility between works. Indeed, PPOI (prolonged postoperative ileus) increases not only the length of hospital stay but also the management costs [15], the risk of severe complications, and the need for further surgery [16]. Consequences of POI include vomiting, which can lead to pulmonary aspiration [17]. POI also causes impaired fluid, electrolyte and nutrient reabsorption, fluid and electrolyte imbalance, and nutritional deficiencies [17].

When postoperative ileus is due to an external cause of the bowel, POI is classed as a secondary ileus. It differs from primary POI in that it does not respond to the same physiopathology. Secondary POI is the consequence of an adverse effect of surgery [15], whereas primary POI is an autonomous paralysis of the smooth muscle of the bowel that has its own consequences. Given this difference in physiopathology, primary POI should have its own specific classification that excludes secondary POI.

The main aim of this work was to propose a new classification of primary POI based on its consequences and the possibility to use it in clinical and experimental studies. Additional goals were to evaluate the classification in a preliminary study that included a cohort of patients undergoing colorectal surgery and to assess its reproducibility through a national survey.

**Materials and methods**

All steps are summarized in Fig. 1.

**Proposal of a classification—National DELPHI survey**

A work group of surgeons and anesthetists involved in early rehabilitation was created. Twenty-two contributors from France, Belgium, and Switzerland participated in the survey. They were all employed in high-volume centers and were involved in improving the postoperative course. The method used to create the classification was the DELPHI method [18].

Contributors were contacted by e-mail. The first e-mail asked participants to classify, from most severe to least severe, the different consequences of POI. A space was left free to allow participants to suggest other items. The survey was performed using the website SurveyMonkey®. The items and results of the first stage of this work are reported in Fig. 2. The results of the survey are noted according to the valorization of the website (number of citations, range of citations, etc.).

The items were proposed according to literature and the personal experience of the investigators. If participants did not answer the e-mail, a reminder was sent 2 weeks later to request an answer.

For the second stage of this work, four classifications were proposed according to the answers received. A new e-mail was sent to the participants. They were asked to select the classification that was, in their opinion, best adapted for POI. Sixteen contributors responded.

Forty-five percent of the contributors agreed on the same classification. The classification was subsequently adapted to suit all the contributors.

**Validation of the classification**

The classification was assessed on a cohort of 173 consecutive patients who underwent colorectal surgery between 1 June 2012 and 1 July 2014 in a single tertiary center. Data was retrospectively extracted from a prospective database, collected with the aim of performing an audit of enhanced recovery protocols. All consecutive patients who underwent emergency surgery or laparotomy were also included. Some of these patients were included in a previous study in which we demonstrated that enhanced recovery programs can reduce POI [11].

In this monocentric cohort, patients who required intensive care following surgery were not included as they were unable to follow the early rehabilitation protocol.

Information regarding the perioperative course was collected in an anonymized electronic database and related to the postoperative course: occurrence of POI, need for prokinetics,
nasogastric tube, vein access, need for radiological imaging, general complications, need for further surgery, length of stay, and time for bowel motility recovery.

Reproducibility of the classification

A questionnaire was sent to five heads of surgical departments in university hospitals in France. Three of them were requested to transmit the questionnaire to five senior surgeons (MD or MD-PhD) and five junior surgeons. The number of observers was decided according to the calculation of the population (see below). After 2 weeks, the heads of units were sent a reminder e-mail. After the second deadline, 33 surgeons had answered the questionnaire (16 junior surgeons and 17 senior surgeons). Junior surgeons were defined as residents whereas senior surgeons were defined as all graduated medical doctors.

The questionnaire presented 101 fictitious cases of patients who experienced POI. The aim was to classify the POI according to the classification.

Definitions

Length of stay (LOS) was the theoretical LOS. It was defined as the first postoperative day (POD) on which the patient met all the criteria for discharge. The patient met all the criteria for discharge when he was able to independently perform usual daily activities. Criteria retained were the same in case of POI.

POI was considered since the first POD. The definition from Vather et al. for PPOI was retained, and POI was linked to ≥2 of the five following criteria [3]:

- Nausea or vomiting over the preceding 12 h
- Inability to tolerate a solid or semisolid oral diet over the preceding two mealtimes
- Abdominal distension
- Absence of flatus and stool over the preceding 24 h
- Radiological evidence of ileus on abdominal plain film or CT over the preceding 24 h

Gastrointestinal motility recovery was defined as the association of solid food tolerance and stool exoneration [4]. We considered solid food tolerance as the moment when a patient was able to eat half of a standard hospital meal.

Secondary POI was defined as reported by Asgeirsson et al. [15]. Secondary POI was considered if it was associated with intra-abdominal complications. Secondary POI could be characterized after the diagnosis of POI, during a CT scan. CT scans were performed in the event of prolonged POI or rising inflammatory syndrome.

The study was approved by the local ethical committee.

Statistical analysis

- Calculation of the effectives

To reach an ICC of 0.8 (width of 95%; confidence interval = 0.1), the required enrolment was calculated: 12 surgeons were needed for 90 observations performed. Due to the risk of incomplete data (10%), 101 observations were proposed.

- Statistical tests

Values are expressed as median (range) or mean (± standard deviation).

The correlation between the ileus grade according to the classification and the delay of stool recovery, gas recovery, and the length of stay was assessed using linear regression.

Concordance between the different surgeons was assessed using the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC).
Type 1 error was set at 0.05. Statistics were completed using the program Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS version 10.0. Chicago, IL). The value $p < 0.05$ was considered statistically significant.

Results

Proposal of a classification

After 2 months, the DELPHI survey was completed, and the following classification was put forward and accepted by most participants. This classification concerned all adverse effects exclusively relating to POI.

- Grade A: no consequence of POI apart from an increase in the length of stay.
- Grade B: need for symptomatic measures or diagnostic examinations (such as laxatives, prokinetic drugs, anti-spasmodic drugs, antiemetic drugs, need for decreased regimen, or need for vein access, etc.).
- Grade C: need for nasogastric tube intake or hospital readmission after discharge.
- In the event where the nasogastric tube is not removed immediately, grade C should only be considered if the nasogastric tube was removed before it required replacement.
- Grade D: severe consequences of POI.
  - D1: general complications (such as ionic imbalance, pneumopathy, auricular fibrillation, etc.)
  - D2: need for intensive care unit or further surgery.
- Grade E: death.

Assessment of the reproducibility

The ICC index was 0.82 in the overall population (CI95% 0.77–0.86).

In the junior surgeon population, the ICC index was 0.82 (CI95% 0.78–0.86), whereas it was 0.81 (CI95% 0.77–0.85) in the senior surgeon population.

Validation of the classification

Among the 173 patients included, ileus occurred in 50 patients (28.9%). Ten patients experienced secondary ileus due to anastomotic leakage or hemoperitoneum.

Forty patients experienced primary ileus (23.1%). The classification was tested exclusively on primary POI. Grade A occurred in 10 cases (25%), grade B in 10 cases (25%), grade C in 14 cases (35%), grade D1 in 2 cases (5%), grade D2 in 2 cases (5%), and grade E in 2 cases (5%).

Median delay to first flatus was 3 days (2; 3) and median delay to first stool was 4 days (4; 5) in the overall population. Median length of stay was 9 days (7; 12).

According to this classification, laparoscopy was associated with a smaller grade of POI (grade A; $p = 0.04$) (Table 1). Conversely, a higher ASA score was associated with a higher rate of high-grade POI ($p = 0.049$ and $p = 0.01$).

Time to recovery of gastrointestinal motility (solid food tolerance + stool) was not correlated with the grade of our classification of POI ($r^2 = 0.01; p = 0.54$) in linear regression, but POI grade A had a significantly faster recovery of gastrointestinal motility ($p = 0.01$).

Discussion

Although there is now a definition for POI, the absence of a consensus regarding the cutoff point for normal POI within the surgical community leads to a lack of reproducibility of clinical studies. A classification based on objective consequences of POI could make studies on POI reliable. Indeed, in five recent studies analyzing risk factors for POI, four different cutoff points for POI were used [5–7, 9, 19]. In these studies, the risk factors and the POI rate were different. Some studies considered that patients suffered from ileus if they required a nasogastric tube [20]. The proposed classification showed that, in our series, only 14 patients (35%) required a nasogastric tube, which highlights the need for a consensual classification based on consequences.

Various factors, such as constipation, influence the time to bowel motility recovery, which leads to a possible misinterpretation of these factors as risk factors for POI [21]. As such, we believe that a classification of POI should be based on consequences rather than delay. The definition of PPOI proposed by Vather et al. is clear [3] and should be extended to all POI, without including the notion of delay. Indeed, in our experience, some patients treated through early recovery protocols did not experience gastrointestinal blockade. That is why we think that considering POI from the first day could ensure better reproducibility of POI incidence between studies. In addition, the delay is too random. Despite knowledge of some classifiers in the series of events that lead to POI and its resolution, none of the classifiers make it possible to predict the duration of normal POI.

Interestingly, in our cohort, the grades of this classification were not correlated with the duration of POI. However, known risk factors of ileus, such as respiratory comorbidities or preoperative sepsis (which increase the ASA score) [5, 6], were associated with high POI severity, while laparoscopy was associated with a lower grade of POI severity. Laparoscopy is known to be protective against POI [7].
Another interesting result was that while time to GI motility recovery was significantly different between grade A POI and the other grades ($p = 0.01$), there was no significant correlation between POI duration and POI grade according to our classification. In addition, there was a significant difference in the length of hospital stay between grade A POI and the other grades ($p < 0.01$). These results are promising and could lead to better management of POI. However, they should be confirmed in a larger prospective cohort.

Apart from simply classifying POI, another benefit of this classification proposal is the possibility to compare the effectiveness of early rehabilitation protocols in reducing complications that result directly from POI. The effect of protocols on bowel motility remains uncertain, but they seem to improve the delay to bowel motility recovery [22–24]. In addition, there is no information about the reduction of complications due to POI. Arguably, in terms of cost-effectiveness and well-being, reducing severe complications of POI is more important for patients and society, rather than gaining 1 day of delay to gas recovery. The proposed classification would make it possible to assess early rehabilitation protocols.

Finally, the reproducibility of the proposed classification was assessed in a population of 33 surgeons (17 senior surgeons and 16 junior surgeons) and the overall ICC index was 0.85. Literature and statistical analyzers consider this result as indicative of good reproducibility [25].

It is likely that this result is underestimated, given that surgeons assessed 101 cases of patients with POI at the same time, which may have resulted in a lack of concentration towards the end of the test.

In addition, another factor resulting in a decrease of the ICC index was the confusion surrounding the Clavien-Dindo classification [14]. Several surgeons classified deaths caused by general complications as POI-related. To improve understanding of the classification and ensure better reproducibility, the classification has been made more detailed in the final version above. Any confusion should disappear with experience and use, and should be assessed further.

As a general rule, data is usually collected by junior surgeons, which is why they were specifically included in this work, which is aimed at assessing reproducibility. Junior surgeons found reproducibility to be good and the ICC index was 0.82. This result was the same as that of senior surgeons, which support the argument that the proposed classification is easy to use.

### Table 1  Association between the grade of POI and some of the different recognized factors of POI in literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Grade A</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Grade B</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Grade C</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes $n = 10$</td>
<td>No $n = 30$</td>
<td>$p$ value</td>
<td>Yes $n = 10$</td>
<td>No $n = 30$</td>
<td>$p$ value</td>
<td>Yes $n = 14$</td>
<td>No $n = 26$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, male</td>
<td>6 (60%)</td>
<td>19 (63.3%)</td>
<td>$&gt;0.9$</td>
<td>4 (40%)</td>
<td>21 (70%)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>12 (46.2%)</td>
<td>14 (53.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td>55 (68.75)</td>
<td>80 (67.85)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>82 (56.88)</td>
<td>81 (67.85)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>73 (67.87)</td>
<td>3 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, kg/m²</td>
<td>26 (20.28)</td>
<td>23 (24.27)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>26 (20.28)</td>
<td>24.5 (23.27)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>25.5 (24.27)</td>
<td>24 (22.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of surgical procedure</td>
<td>180 (180;240)</td>
<td>150 (120;210)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>180 (180;240)</td>
<td>150 (120;210)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>165 (145;250)</td>
<td>180 (120;213)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laparoscopy</td>
<td>6 (60%)</td>
<td>6 (20%)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1 (10%)</td>
<td>11 (36.7%)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>4 (40%)</td>
<td>8 (66.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual anastomosis</td>
<td>6 (60%)</td>
<td>18 (60%)</td>
<td>$&gt;0.9$</td>
<td>8 (80%)</td>
<td>16 (53.3%)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>6 (60%)</td>
<td>18 (69.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostomy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (3.3%)</td>
<td>$&gt;0.9$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (3.3%)</td>
<td>$&gt;0.9$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (7.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA score</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA 1</td>
<td>1 (10%)</td>
<td>2 (6.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (10%)</td>
<td>2 (6.7%)</td>
<td>1 (7.1%)</td>
<td>2 (7.7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA 2</td>
<td>6 (60%)</td>
<td>10 (33.3%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 (60%)</td>
<td>10 (33.3%)</td>
<td>2 (14.3%)</td>
<td>14 (53.8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA 3</td>
<td>3 (30%)</td>
<td>15 (50%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 (10%)</td>
<td>17 (56.7%)</td>
<td>11 (78.6%)</td>
<td>7 (29.6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (10%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 (20%)</td>
<td>1 (3.3%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (11.5%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency surgery</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4 (13.3%)</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>2 (20%)</td>
<td>2 (6.7%)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1 (7.1%)</td>
<td>3 (11.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indication for colonic obstruction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 (16.7%)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>2 (20%)</td>
<td>3 (10%)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1 (7.1%)</td>
<td>4 (15.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corticotherapy</td>
<td>1 (10%)</td>
<td>1 (3.3%)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (6.7%)</td>
<td>$&gt;0.9$</td>
<td>1 (3.8%)</td>
<td>1 (3.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preoperative irradiation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (3.3%)</td>
<td>$&gt;0.9$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (3.3%)</td>
<td>$&gt;0.9$</td>
<td>1 (7.1%)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right colectomy</td>
<td>5 (50%)</td>
<td>17 (56.7%)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>7 (70%)</td>
<td>15 (50%)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>7 (50%)</td>
<td>15 (57.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of stay, days</td>
<td>7 (5.8)</td>
<td>10 (8.14)</td>
<td>$&lt;0.01$</td>
<td>10 (6.12)</td>
<td>9 (8.12)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>10 (9.14)</td>
<td>8 (6.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to GI motility recovery, days</td>
<td>4 (4.4)</td>
<td>5 (4.25;6)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>5 (4.25;5.75)</td>
<td>5 (4.5)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>5 (5.6)</td>
<td>4.5 (4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to first flatus, days</td>
<td>4 (4.4)</td>
<td>4 (3.5)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>5 (4.25;5.75)</td>
<td>4 (3.5)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>4 (3.5)</td>
<td>4 (4.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to first stool, days</td>
<td>3 (2.3)</td>
<td>3 (2.4)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>3 (3.3)</td>
<td>3 (2.4)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3.5 (2.4)</td>
<td>3 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The classification’s potential limitations are the same as those of the Clavien-Dindo classification [14]. The classification can mainly be used for clinical or experimental studies; it has a low significance in usual practice given that it does not lead to a change in management. However, better reproducibility between studies will lead to a better understanding of pathways that lead to POI according to the severity of its consequences. A better understanding of POI will, in turn, lead to better management in clinical practice.

Limitations also include subjectivity of the management and subjectivity of the interpretation. However, reproducibility between multiple teams of surgeons with different levels of training and habits was acceptable and comparable with the one displayed by Dindo et al. [14], who reported an 87–91% accuracy rate at the beginning of their experiment. Moreover, this classification reflects the management of POI and could allow for a better comparison and understanding of management between teams. In fact, management is subjective but the classification is objective, based on the reality of management.

We have shown that the proposed classification is easy to use by any surgeon of any level. It could be the first stage before the acceptance of a consensual classification of POI, which would lead to a better comprehension of this frequent postsurgical complication and, subsequently, to more effective management in clinical practice.

Conclusion

The proposal of a POI classification based on its consequences is the result of the French national survey DELPHI. The classification is easy to use and reproduce by both junior and senior surgeons. A general use of this classification in literature on POI will improve the reproducibility and evaluation of POI between different studies. Given that the classification was validated by a preliminary study on a cohort of patients who underwent colorectal surgery only, an international multicentric study should confirm these results among the whole postoperative course of every surgery.
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